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WilmerHale registers an impressive performance in the BTI Industry Power Rankings 2017, which

provides insight into the law firms that are best positioned with the largest, most prestigious clients

across 18 industry segments. The firm is recognized as having the strongest relationships in eight

of those industries, and is among the top 12 firms in the BTI Clientopia 24—a list of law firms

boasting the largest number of superior client relationships. Clients surveyed consider these firms

their go-to, primary legal providers, and would be likely to recommend them to their peers first.

BTI explains Clientopia as “telling us whether or not clients feel as if they are in an ideal relationship

with their outside counsel. The BTI Clientopia 24 are the law firms standing out from the crowd by

having more of their relationships in a state of Clientopia than all other firms.”

WilmerHale is recognized for its meaningful client relationships in the following industries: 

Banking –

Energy–

Financial Services–

High Tech–

Insurance–

Manufacturing–

Pharma–

Telecom–
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